
■ This article presents an innovative research pro-

ject (sponsored by the National Science Foundation,

the American Iron and Steel Institute, and the

American Institute of Steel Construction) where

computationally elegant algorithms based on the

integration of a novel connectionist computing

model, mathematical optimization, and a massively

parallel computer architecture are used to automate

the complex process of engineering design.

D
esign automation of one-of-a-kind en-

gineering systems is considered a par-

ticularly challenging problem (Adeli

1994). Adeli and his associates have been

working on creating novel design theories

and computational models with two broad

objectives: (1) automation and (2) optimiza-

tion (Adeli and Hung 1995; Adeli and Kamal

1993; Adeli and Zhang 1993; Adeli and Yeh

1989; Adeli and Balasubramanyam 1988a,

1998b; Paek and Adeli 1988; Adeli and Alri-

jleh 1987). Civil-engineering structures are

typically one of a kind as opposed to manu-

facturing designs that are often mass pro-

duced. To create computational models for

structural design automation, we have been

exploring new computing paradigms. Two

such paradigms are neurocomputing and par-

allel processing.

We first created a neural dynamics model

for optimal design of structures by integrating

penalty function method, Lyapunov stability

theorem, Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and the

neural dynamics concept (Adeli and Park

1995a). Neural dynamics is defined by a sys-

tem of first-order differential equations gov-

erning time-evolution changes in node (neu-

ron) activations. A pseudoobjective function

in the form of a Lyapunov energy functional

is defined using the exterior penalty function

method. The Lyapunov stability theorem guar-

antees that solutions of the corresponding dy-

namic system (trajectories) for arbitrarily giv-

en starting points approach an equilibrium

point without increasing the value of the ob-

jective function. In other words, the new neu-

ral dynamics model for structural optimiza-

tion problems guarantees global convergence

and robustness. However, the model does not

guarantee that the equilibrium point is a local

minimum. We use the Kuhn-Tucker condition

to verify that the equilibrium point satisfies

the necessary conditions for a local mini-

mum. In other words, a learning rule is devel-

oped by integrating the Kuhn-Tucker neces-

sary condition for a local minimum with the

formulated Lyapunov function.

The neural dynamics model was first ap-

plied to a linear optimization problem, the
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the links connecting the constraint layer to

the variable layer) and magnitudes of con-

straint violations as input and generate the

improved design solutions as output.

The number of nodes in the constraint

layer is equal to the total number of con-

straints imposed on the structure. There are

as many constraint layers as there are load-

ing combinations acting on the structure.

The number of stress constraints is in the

thousands for a large structure with thou-

sands of members. As such, the number of

violated stress constraints requiring compu-

tation of sensitivity coefficients tends to be

very large. To accelerate the optimization

process and reduce the required central pro-

cessing unit time for computation of sensi-

tivity coefficients, only the most violated

constraint in each group of members linked

together as one design variable is allowed to

represent the status of the constraints for the

group. Therefore, a competition is intro-

duced into the constraint layer to select the

most critical node among the nodes belong-

ing to one linked design variable.

Both excitatory and inhibitory connection

types are used to adjust the states of the

nodes. Gradient information of the objective

function is assigned to the inhibitory recur-

rent connections in the variable layer. Gradi-

ent information of the constraint functions is

assigned to the inhibitory connections from

the constraint layer to the variable layer.

The counterpropagation network is a com-

bination of supervised and unsupervised

mapping neural networks (Hecht-Nielsen

1987a, 1987b). The counterpropagation part

of the model consists of two layers: (1) com-

petition and (2) interpolation. Nodes in the

competition layer receive the values of im-

proved design solutions from the nodes in

the variable layer, calculate the Euclidean dis-

tances between the input and the connection

weights, and select the winning node. Nodes

in the interpolation layer recall the corre-

sponding cross-sectional properties encoded

in the connection weights associated with the

winning node.

Optimization of large structures with thou-

sands of members subjected to actual con-

straints of commonly used codes requires an

inordinate amount of computer processing

time and can be done only on multiprocessor

supercomputers (Adeli 1992a, 1992b). A high

degree of parallelism can be exploited in a

neural computing model (Adeli and Hung

1995). Consequently, we created a data-paral-

lel neural dynamics model for discrete opti-

mization of large steel structures and imple-

minimum-weight plastic design of low-rise

planar steel frames (Park and Adeli 1995). In

this application, nonlinear code-specified con-

straints were not used. It was shown that the

neural dynamics model yields stable results

no matter how the starting point is selected.

Next, encouraged by the robustness and

global convergence of the model, we devel-

oped a nonlinear neural dynamics model for

optimization of large space structures (Adeli

and Park 1995b). The model consists of two

information flow-control components and

two information server components. The

schematic functional interaction of various

components is shown in figure 1.

The first information flow control compo-

nent is a neural dynamics system of differen-

tial equations that corresponds to a learning

rule governing time-evolution changes in

node activations. The second component is

the network topology with one variable layer

and as many constraint layers as the number

of loading conditions. The first information

server component performs finite-element

analysis and finds the magnitudes of con-

straint violations. The other information

server finds the design sensitivity coefficients.

The nonlinear neural dynamics model was

applied to minimum weight design of four

example structures, the largest being a 1310-

member 37-story space truss structure. It was

concluded that the new approach results in a

highly robust algorithm for optimization of

large structures (Adeli and Park 1995c).

To achieve automated optimum design of

realistic structures subjected to actual design

constraints of commonly used design codes

(such as the American Institute of Steel Con-

struction [AISC] allowable stress design [ASD]

and load and resistance factor design [LRFD]

specifications [AISC 1994, 1989), we devel-

oped a hybrid counterpropagation neural

(CPN) network–neural dynamics model for

discrete optimization of structures consisting

of commercially available sections such as the

wide-flange (W) shapes used in steel struc-

tures. The topology of the hybrid neural net-

work model is shown in figure 2 (Adeli and

Park 1996). The number of nodes in the vari-

able layer corresponds to the number of inde-

pendent design variables (K) in the structural

optimization problem. Nodes in the con-

straint layer receive the discrete cross-section-

al properties from the CPN as input, evaluate

the prescribed constraints, and generate the

magnitudes of constraint violations as output.

The functional activations at the nodes in the

variable layer receive information about the

search direction (encoded as the weights of
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Figure 1. Functional Interactions of Various Components of the Neural Dynamics Model for Optimization of Structures.



work; (2) generating the element stiffness ma-
trixes in the local coordinates, transforming
them to the global coordinates, and solving
the resulting simultaneous linear equations
using the preconditioned conjugate gradient
(PCG) method; (3) evaluating the constraints
based on the AISC ASD or LRFD
specifications; and (4) computing the im-

mented the algorithm on a distributed mem-
ory multiprocessor, the massively parallel
Connection Machine CM-5 system (Park and
Adeli 1996).

There are four stages in the hybrid neural
dynamics model: (1) mapping the continuous
design variables to commercially available
discrete sections using a trained CPN net-
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Figure 2. The Topology of the Hybrid Neural Network Model.



proved design variables from the nonlinear

neural dynamics model.

The design variables are the cross-sectional

areas of the members. For integrated design

of steel structures, a database of cross-section

properties is needed for computation of ele-

ment stiffness matrixes and evaluation of the

AISC ASD and LRFD constraints. A counter-

propagation network consisting of competi-

tion and interpolation layers is used to learn

the relationship between the cross-sectional

area of a standard wide-flange (W) shape and

other properties such as its radii of gyration

(Adeli and Park 1995b). 

The recalling process in the CPN network is

done in two steps: In the first step, for each

design variable, a competition is created

among the nodes in the competition layer for

selection of the winning node. The weights of

the links between the variable and competi-

tion layers represent the set of cross-sectional

areas of the available standard shapes. In the

second step, discrete cross-sectional proper-

ties encoded in the form of weights of links

between the competition and the interpola-

tion layers are recalled. The weights of the

links connecting the winning nodes to the

nodes in the interpolation layer are the cross-

sectional properties corresponding to an im-

proved design variable.

In the second stage of the neural dynamics

model for optimal design of structures, sets of

linear simultaneous equations need to be

solved to find the nodal displacements. Itera-

tive methods are deemed more appropriate

for distributed memory computers where the

size of the memory is limited, for example, to

8 megabytes (MB) in the case of the CM-5 sys-

tem used in this research. As a result, a data-

parallel PCG method is developed in this re-

search (Adeli and Kumar 1995).

The third stage consists of constraint evalu-

ation using the nodal displacements and

member stresses obtained in the previous

stage. Three types of constraint are consid-

ered: (1) fabrication, (2) displacement, and (3)

stress (including buckling). For the LRFD

code, the primary stress constraint for a gen-

eral beam-column member is a highly non-

linear and implicit function of design vari-

ables. 

In the final stage, the nonlinear neural dy-

namics model acts as an optimizer to produce

improved design variables from initial design

variables. It consists of a variable layer and a

number of constraint layers equal to the

number of different loading conditions.

In our data-parallel neural dynamics model

(Park and Adeli 1996), we exploit parallelism

in the four stages of the neural dynamics

model. The model has been implemented on

a CM-5 system. The main components of the

CM-5 system are a number of processing

nodes (PNs); partition managers (PMs); and

two high-speed, high-bandwidth communi-

cation networks called data and control net-

works. A PN has four vector units (VUs) with

8 MB of memory to a unit and can perform

high-speed vector arithmetic computations

with a theoretical peak performance of 128
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Figure 3. A Very Large Structure Designed Automatically by the 
Neural Dynamics Algorithm.



rise building structure with a height of 526.7

meters (1728 feet). This structure is a

modified tube-in-tube system consisting of a

space moment-resisting frame with cross-

bracings on the exterior of the structure. The

structure has 8,463 joints; 20,096 members;

and an aspect ratio of 7.2. Based on symme-

try and practical considerations, the members

of the structure are divided into 568 groups

(figure 4). Complete details of the structure

can be found in a forthcoming article (Park

and Adeli 1996).

The neural dynamics model yields mini-

mum weights of 682.2 megaNewtons (MN)

(153381.4 kilopounds [kips]) and 669.3 MN

(150467.2 kips) after 20 iterations using the

ASD and LRFD codes, respectively. These

weights translate into 1.57 kiloPascals (kPa)

(34.43 pounds per square foot [psf]) and 1.54

kPa (33.78 psf) for ASD and LRFD codes, re-

spectively. It can be noted that the amount of

steel used in what is currently the tallest

building structure in the world—the 109-sto-

ry, 445-meter-high Sears building in Chica-

go—is about 33 psf (Adeli 1988). 

An attractive characteristic of the neural

dynamics model is its robustness and stabili-

ty. We have studied the convergence histories

using various starting points. We noted that

the model is insensitive to the selection of

the initial design. This insensitivity is special-

ly noteworthy because we applied the model

to optimization of large space-frame struc-

tures subjected to actual design constraints of

the AISC ASD and LRFD codes. In particular,

the constraints of the LRFD code are compli-

cated and highly nonlinear and implicit func-

tions of design variables. Further, the LRFD

code requires the consideration of the sec-

ond-order Pd and PD effects.

The largest structural optimization problem

ever solved and reported in the literature is a

100-story high-rise structure with 6136 mem-

bers and variables (no design linking strategy

was used) (Soegiarso and Adeli 1994). The

structure was a space-truss structure and not

subjected to any code-specified constraints.

The example presented in this article is a

space-frame structure with complicated code-

specified design constraints and is by far the

largest structure optimized according to the

AISC ASD and LRFD codes ever reported in

the literature. This research demonstrates

how a new level is achieved in design au-

tomation of one-of-a-kind engineering sys-

tems through the ingenious use and integra-

tion of a novel computational paradigm,

mathematical optimization, and new high-

performance computer architecture. 

million floating-point operations per second

(MFLOPS).

The neural dynamics algorithm developed

in this research can be applied to steel struc-

tures of arbitrary size and configuration. Fig-

ure 3 presents an example of a very large

structure designed automatically by the neu-

ral dynamics algorithm on a CM-5 system.

This example is a 144-story steel super–high-
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Figure 4. Plan of the Building in Figure 3.
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